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Abstract
In this article, a recursion formula for computing the singular point quantities of the infinity in a class of quintic polynomial
systems is given. The first eleven singular point quantities are computed with the computer algebra system Mathematica. The
conditions for the infinity to be a center are derived as well. Finally, a system that allows the appearance of eleven limit cycles in a
small enough neighborhood of the infinity is constructed.
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1. Introduction
In the qualitative theory of planar polynomial differential systems, contributing to Hilbert’s sixteenth problem, the
bifurcation of limit cycles is a hot but difficult problem. For the polynomial differential system
dx
dt
= P(x, y), dy
dt
= Q(x, y), (1)
when P(x, y) and Q(x, y) are of degree at most n, in the case of the bifurcation of limit cycles at the origin, a lot of
work has been done; most of it has been reported in [1,2]. For the case of the infinity, the research is mainly concerned
with the following 2n + 1-degree system:
dx
dt
=
2n∑
k=0
X (x, y)+ (−y + δx)(x2 + y2)n,
dy
dt
=
2n∑
k=0
X (x, y)+ (x + δy)(x2 + y2)n
(2)
where Xk(x, y), Yk(x, y) are homogeneous polynomials of degree k in x, y. For this system, the equator Γ∞ on the
Poincare´ closed sphere is a trajectory of the system, having no real singular point. Γ∞ is called the infinity of the
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system. As far as the number of limit cycles bifurcated from the infinity (large-amplitude limit cycles) is concerned,
there are some results as follows: cubic system, four limit cycles in [3], five limit cycles in [4], six limit cycles in [5,
6], seven limit cycles in [7,8]; quintic system, five limit cycles in [9], eight limit cycles in [10].
Let In be the maximum number of limit cycles in the neighborhood of the infinity of an n-degree polynomial
differential system. There were found I3 ≥ 7, I5 ≥ 8. In this paper, we get I5 = 11.
A way of studying bifurcation of limit cycles is to compute the focal value of the singular point. In [3,11], the
authors gave a new method that changed the calculation of focal values of the real system into the calculation of
singular point quantities of a complex system.
In this paper, we consider the following real polynomial differential system:
dx
dt
= −λy + X2(x, y)+ X3(x, y)+ (−y + δx)(x2 + y2)2
dy
dt
= λx + Y2(x, y)+ Y3(x, y)+ (x + δy)(x2 + y2)2
(3)
where Xk(x, y) = ∑i+ j=k Ai j x i y j , Yk(x, y) = ∑i+ j=k Bi j x i y j are kth homogeneous polynomials, k = 2, 3,
Ai j,Bi j , δ ∈ R and λ 6= 0. In Section 2, we will introduce some known results. In Section 3, we will deduce a recursion
formula for calculating singular point quantities of the infinity and get the first eleven singular point quantities of the
concomitant system for system (3)δ=0 at the infinity. In Section 4, using the singular point quantities that we get in
Section 3, we will discuss the centre conditions and fine focus conditions of system (3)δ=0. In Section 5, we will give
an example which has the form of system (3) and allows the appearance of eleven limit cycles in the neighborhood of
the infinity. Therefore, we get I5 ≥ 11. As far as we know, this is the first time that a quintic polynomial differential
system has bifurcated eleven limit cycles from the infinity.
All calculation in this paper was done with the computer algebra system Mathematica.
2. Preliminary results
System (2) in polar coordinates (x, y) = (cos θ/r, sin θ/r) becomes
dr
dθ
= −r
δ +
2n∑
k=0
ϕk(θ)r2n+1−k
1+
2n∑
k=0
ψk(θ)r2n+1−k
. (4)
where
ϕk(θ) = cos θXk(cos θ, sin θ)+ sin θYk(cos θ, sin θ),
ψk(θ) = cos θYk(cos θ, sin θ)− sin θXk(cos θ, sin θ), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . 2n.
We write the solution of (4) satisfying the condition r |θ=0 = h as
r = r(θ, h) =
∞∑
m=1
vm(θ)hm, (5)
where v1(θ) = e−δθ , vm(0) = 0, m = 2, 3, 4, . . . .
Definition 2.1 (See [3, Def.1.1]). For system (2), in expression (5), if v1(2pi) 6= 1, then the infinity is called a rough
focus. If v1(2pi) = 1, and v2(2pi) = v3(2pi) = · · · = v2k(2pi) = 0, v2k+1(2pi) 6= 0, then the infinity is called a fine
focus of order k, and v2k+1(2pi) is called the kth focal value at the infinity (k = 1, 2, . . .). If v1(2pi) = 1, and for any
positive integer k, v2k+1(2pi) = 0, then the infinity is called a center.
By complex transformation
z = x + iy, w = x − iy, T = it, i = √−1, (6)
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system (3) becomes a class of complex autonomous differential systems:
dz
dT
= λz + a20z2 + a11zw + a02w2 + a30z3 + a21z2w + a12zw2 + a03w3 + z3w2(1− iδ)
dw
dT
= −[λw + b20w2 + b11wz + b02z2 + b30w3 + b21w2z + b12wz2 + b03z3 + w3z2(1+ iδ)]
(7)
with
a20 = 14 (iA02 − A11 − iA20 − B02 − iB11 + B20), a11 =
1
2
(B02 + B20 − iA02 − iA20),
a02 = 14 (iA02 + A11 − iA20 − B02 + iB11 + B20),
a30 = 18 (A03 + iB03 + iA12 − B12 − A21 − iB21 + B30 − iA30),
a21 = 18 (−3A03 − 3iB03 − iA12 + B12 − A21 − iB21 + 3B30 − 3iA30),
a12 = 18 (3A03 + 3iB03 − iA12 + B12 + A21 + iB21 + 3B30 − 3iA30),
a03 = 18 (−A03 − iB03 + iA12 − B12 + A21 + iB21 + B30 − iA30), (8)
and a jk, b jk satisfying the conjugate condition a jk = b jk . We say that systems (3) and (7) are concomitant.
According to [3, Theorem 3.2’], we have:
Lemma 2.2. For system (7)δ=0, we can derive successively the following series:
F(z, w) = 1
zw
∞∑
k=0
f5k(z, w)
(zw)3k
. (9)
Such that(
dF
dT
) ∣∣∣∣∣(7)δ=0 = ∞∑
m=1
µm
(zw)m−1
(10)
where f5k(z, w) = ∑α+β=5k cαβ zαwβ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 5k with c0,0 = 1, ck,k = 0,
k = 1, 2, . . . . µm (m = 1, 2, . . .) is themth singular point quantity of system (7)δ=0 at the infinity, and for v2m+1(2pi),
the mth focal value of system (3)δ=0 at the infinity, we have v2m+1(2pi) : ipiµm ; here “∼” is the symbol of algebraic
equivalence. v2m+1(2pi) : ipiµm means that there exist ξ (k)m (k = 1, 2, . . . ,m − 1), polynomial functions of the
coefficients of system (7)δ=0, such that
v2m+1(2pi) = ipi
(
µm +
m−1∑
k=1
ξ (k)m µk
)
. (11)
From Lemma 2.2, the focal values of system (3)δ=0 can be deduced from the singular point quantities of system
(7)δ=0. It is obvious that the infinity is a center of system (3)δ=0 if and only if all µm = 0 (m = 1, 2, 3, . . .).
3. The recursion formula and the computation of singular point quantities at the infinity
From Lemma 2.2, we can deduce a recursive formula for calculating singular point quantities of system (7)δ=0 at
the infinity.
Theorem 3.1. For system (7)δ=0, for any positive integer m, µm can be deduced using the following formulae:
c0,0 = 1, ck,k = 0,when α 6= β
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cαβ =
∑
k, j
[(2α − 3β − 5k + 10)ak, j−1 − (2β − 3α − 5 j + 10)b j,k−1]cα+2k+3 j−15,β+2 j+3k−15
5(β − α) . (12)
When α < 0 or β < 0, cαβ = 0,
µm =
∑
k, j
[(−m − k + 2)ak, j−1 − (−m − j + 2)b j,k−1]c5m+2k+3 j−15,5m+2 j+3k−15. (13)
Proof. From Lemma 2.2, differentiating both sides of (9) with respect T along the trajectory of system (7)δ=0 we get
dF
dT
=
∞∑
m=1
(zw)1−3m
[(
∂ f5m
∂z
z − ∂ f5m
∂w
w
)
+
∑
α+β=5m
dαβ zαwβ
]
(14)
with
∂ f5m
∂z
z − ∂ f5m
∂w
w =
∑
α+β=5m
(α − β)cαβ zαwβ ,
∑
α+β=5m
dαβ zαwβ =
[
∂ f5m−10
∂z
z + (5− 3m) f5m−10
] ∑
k+ j=4
ak, j−1zk+3w j+3
−
[
∂ f5m−10
∂z
w + (5− 3m) f5m−10
] ∑
k+ j=4
b j,k−1zk+3w j+3
+
[
∂ f5m−20
∂z
z + (11− 3m) f5m−20
] ∑
k+ j=2
ak, j−1zk+9w j+9
−
[
∂ f5m−20
∂w
w + (11− 3m) f5m−20
] ∑
k+ j=2
b j,k−1zk+9w j+9
=
∑
α+β=5m
zαwβ
∑
k, j
[(α − k − 3m + 2)ak, j−1
− (β − j − 3m + 2)b j,k−1]cα+2k+3 j−15,β+2 j+3k−15
From (10) and (14), for any (α, β), when α 6= β, let cαβ = dαββ−α , µm = d5m,5m ; then we complete the proof. 
Now we specialize system (7) with
a02 = rb20, b02 = ra20, a30 = b30 = 1, a03 = b03 = 0. (15)
Applying recursion formula (12) and (13) to the computing of the singular point quantities of system (7)δ=0 at the
infinity, and simplifying them, we have the following:
Theorem 3.2. The first eleven singular point quantities of system (7)δ=0 at the infinity are as follows:
µ1 = b21 − a21,
µ2 = a12 − b12,
µ3 = a11a20 − b11b20,
µ4 = I0 − 2I1 + I02 (a12 + b12),
µ5 = I0r128 (a12 + b12 − 10)(a12 + b12 − 6)(a12 + b12 + 10).
(1) If a12 = b12 = 3 or r = 0, then
µ6 = µ7 = µ8 = µ9 = µ10 = µ11 = 0.
(2) If a12 = b12 = 5 and r 6= 0, then
µ6 = −I0r(a20b20 + 4a21 + 4b21),
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µ7 = −I0r(17280λ− 63360+ 75a220b220 + 932a20b20r)/1440,
µ8 = I0r(−8991360a20b20 + 2625a320b320 + 1516032r + 25564a220b220r + 175904a20b20r2)/241920,
µ9 = I0r(−35745944371200− 7117772457600a220b220 + 2520994875a420b420 + 42895133245440J 0
+ 26558372353536a20b20r + 39778654300a320b320r)/382992261120,
µ10 = −I0r(−2024176429799763886080a20b20 − 5154063544551559680a320b320
+ 1677239714884125a520b520 + 375475096586301014016r
+ 23430752529864219648a220b220r + 5215746925287332a420b420r)/757911045375590400,
µ11 = −a20b20 I0(63700153148906371463826825348707295885909701926621268711407970942976
− 3464984018388908928716788127123220900249858135628568667967509510144a220b220
+ 44942770993040122122374239182537256563077813632295272504220719856a420b420
− 8800768169624166009656538098907311075346860884216269845563945a620b620)
/24079900661486289417695953488403261141080749149768140483723264000.
(3) If a12 = b12 = −5 and r 6= 0, then
µ6 = −8I0r(a20b20 + 3a21 + 3b21),
µ7 = − 445 I0r(1980+ 364a20b20r + 1485λ),
µ8 = −4I0r(5675670a20b20 − 442134r + 69027a220b220r + 14222a20b20r2)/31185,
µ9 = 8I0r(322532560350+ 773423025375a220b220 + 96759768105J 0 − 183503746778a20b20r
+ 9999701110a320b320r)/813107295,
µ10 = −2I0r(958186417974903837720a20b20 + 9702691191138565620a320b320 − 70171873340814667224r
+ 13675587103335136848a220b220r + 139864614294558097a420b420r)/4423234570679925,
µ11 = −a20b20 I0(−1602140283636346761409749800059653674169559744313748619456926732123170862711242688
+ 11077995822648394193986198111060548365551009410749989723531128334359335677078646112a220b220
+ 318873524109928596503314914661409594728286301398181046443145775168021144699122267a420b420
+ 1596519875619333933619139521823427850842375938944823326236300442550627942687645a620b620)
/3156686014862203503823299466780926199427419053663585545886619531522458000
where I0 = b220 − a220, I1 = a11b20 − b11a20, J0 = b220 + a220.
In the above expression for µk , we have already let µ1 = µ2 = · · · = µk−1 = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . 11.
4. Center conditions of the infinity
Theorem 4.1. For system (7)δ=0, the first eleven singular point quantities at the infinity are zero if and only if one of
the following conditions holds.
(I)
a21 = b21, a12 = b12, a20 = b20 = 0, (16)
(II)
a21 = b21, a12 = b12, a220 = b220, a11a20 = b11b20, r 6= 0, a20b20 6= 0, (17)
(III)
a21 = b21, a12 = b12 = 3, a11 = 2b20, b11 = 2a20,
a220 6= b220, a20b20 6= 0, r 6= 0, (18)
(IV)
a21 = b21, a12 = b12, a11 = 2+ a12 + b124 b20, b11 =
2+ a12 + b12
4
a20,
r = 0, a220 6= b220, a20b20 6= 0. (19)
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Proof. The sufficiency is evident. Let us prove the necessity. By µ1 = µ2 = 0, we get a12 = b12, a21 = b21. Let
a12 = b12 = t12, a21 = b21 = t21; then µ3 = a11a20 − b11b20. If a20 = b20 = 0, then condition (I) holds. If
a20b20 6= 0, then by µ3 = 0, there is a constant p such that
a11 = pb20, b11 = pa20. (20)
Substituting (20) into every expression for µk and simplifying them we can easily complete the proof. 
Theorem 4.2. For system (7)δ=0, all the singular point quantities of infinity are zero if and only if the first eleven
singular point quantities of infinity are zero. i.e., one of the four conditions of Theorem 4.1 holds. Relevantly, the four
conditions of Theorem 4.1 are the center conditions of (7)δ=0 at the infinity.
Proof. If condition (I) or (II) holds, then, according to the theory of Lie-invariance given in [11, Theorem 2.6] or [1,
Theorem 4.15], we know that the infinity is a center of system (7)δ=0. If condition (III) holds, then system (7)δ=0 is
Hamiltonian. If condition (IV) holds, then system (7)δ=0 has an integrating factor F(z, w) = (zw)
6−a12−b12
a12+b12−2 . So, all
the singular point quantities of system (7)δ=0 at the infinity are zero. 
From Theorem 4.2, we have the following:
Theorem 4.3. The infinity of system (3) is a center if and only if δ = 0 and one of the four conditions in Theorem 4.1
holds.
From Theorem 3.2, we have the following
Theorem 4.4. The infinity of system (7)δ=0 is an eleventh singular point or the infinity of system (3)δ=0 is an eleventh
weak focus (i.e., µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = µ4 = µ5 = µ6 = µ7 = µ8 = µ9 = µ10 = 0, µ11 6= 0) if and only if one of the
following two conditions holds:
(1) a21 = b21 = − 18a20b20, a12 = b12 = 5, a11 = 3b20, b11 = 3a20, a20b20 6= 0,
r = −a20b20(−444838176468422065025466870530901840118807975904673792
− 185319475563560235819780880379698102285395013281792a220b220
− 4061751849908033783906401422129083765071153473712a420b420
+ 769989907066115546346040502044566330230010515a620b620)
/83388336161565349952211093650934783532668519098351616,
J0 = (1114608078901703966348178394646161044013056
− 77634130990750187755023909340494542813184a220b220
+ 1155588472298003217192207920085341213296a420b420
− 183073807839076413623620158112502495a620b620)
/3899320860940270879477426718351841212497920,
λ = (63360− 75a220b220 − 932a20b20r)/17280,
227573286629287879300349952
− 1295997384158065871269134336a220b220
− 782835537086162777112576a420b420
− 12168987511669621882928a620b620
+ 2314515321204195235a820b820 = 0. (21)
(2) a21 = b21 = − 13a20b20, a12 = b12 = −5, a11 = −2b20, b11 = −2a20, a20b20 6= 0,
λ = −4(495+ 91a20b20r)/1485, (22)
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r = −7a20b20(−6104658167609778885630370340850947836464778853460854076864
− 14485611770181273892853749282772056217470159365537138144a220b220
− 397712735152139130485220309110464467001405780742481244a420b420
+ 1882072477937205825104057732004879966929277284837485a620b620)
/3047491016456623396234641566265902525651459661508793795904,
J0 = (−16647143361511484427983448282432906523013531664
+ 112349058702158179306591388887248792974576336616a220b220
+ 3224079563631365576396282604836205688963388786a420b420
+ 16137368093887520249232077883170245778470035a620b620)
/600871924691231767654967924730617485759718520,
− 1466428783719889340812025123328+ 10128393291858661109636712140544a220b220
+ 391125137681332379900819334024a420b420 + 4316355247153228688029705672a620b620
+ 14292357229410223295577245a820b820 = 0.
5. Bifurcation of limit cycles at the infinity
Now we consider bifurcation of limit cycles at the infinity for perturbed system (3), which is the polynomial
differential system; the solution of system (4) r = r(θ, h) = r(θ, h, δ) is analytic with parameter δ at δ = 0. So we
have
v2m+1(2pi, δ) = v2m+1(2pi, 0)+ δϕ2m+1(aαβ , bαβ , δ) (23)
where ϕ2m+1(aαβ , bαβ , δ) are analytic at δ = 0, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that the coefficients of system (7) satisfy
δ = −1
2
ε66, λ = (63360− 75a220b220 − 932a20b20r)/17280+ ε10,
a12 = 5− ε21 − iε
45
2
, b12 = a12,
a21 = 18 (−8ε
15 − 4iε55 −
√
s2 + ε6), b21 = a21,
a11 = 12b20(6− ε
21 − 2ε28 + 2iε36), b11 = a11,
a02 = rb20, b02 = a02
a20 =
(
√
J0 + 2
√
s2 + ε6 +
√
J0 − 2
√
s2 + ε6)
2
, b20 = a20,
r = −s(−444838176468422065025466870530901840118807975904673792
− 185319475563560235819780880379698102285395013281792s2
− 4061751849908033783906401422129083765071153473712s4
+ 769989907066115546346040502044566330230010515s6)
/83388336161565349952211093650934783532668519098351616− ε,
J0 = (1114608078901703966348178394646161044013056
− 77634130990750187755023909340494542813184s2
+ 1155588472298003217192207920085341213296s4
− 183073807839076413623620158112502495s6)
/3899320860940270879477426718351841212497920− ε3. (24)
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Here s is the positive root of the equation
227573286629287879300349952− 1295997384158065871269134336s2
− 782835537086162777112576s4 − 12168987511669621882928s6
+ 2314515321204195235s8 = 0. (25)
It is easy to verify that there is only one positive s (s ≈ 0.419021) satisfying the conjugate condition a jk = b jk .
(Accordingly, the coefficients of system (3) are determined.) Then, if ε = 0, the infinity of system (3) is an eleventh
fine focus with stability. If 0 < ε << 1, there exist eleven limit cycles in a small enough neighborhood of the infinity
of system (3).
Proof. According to Theorem 3.2, v1(2pi)− 1 = e−2piδ − 1, and
v2m+1(2pi, δ) = v2m+1(2pi, 0)+ δϕ2m+1(aαβ , bαβ , δ). v2m+1(2pi, 0) ∼ ipiµm,
we have
v1(2pi, δ)− 1 = piε66 + o(ε66), v3(2pi, δ) = −piε55 + o(ε55),
v5(2pi, δ) = piε45 + o(ε45), v7(2pi, δ) = −2pisε36 + o(ε36),
v9(2pi, δ) = pi215040 p0ε
28 + o(ε28),
v11(2pi, δ) = −p1piε21/28690924493092820565957557725915225361384061355055250407424+ o(ε21),
v13(2pi, δ) = p1piε15/4482956952045753213430868394674253962716259586727382876160+ o(ε15),
v15(2pi, δ) = −p1piε10/2988637968030502142287245596449502641810839724484921917440+ o(ε10),
v17(2pi, δ) = p2piε6 + o(ε6),
v19(2pi, δ) = −p1piε3/320211210860410943816490599619589568765447113337670205440+ o(ε3),
v21(2pi, δ) = p0spi(85632− 25s2)(225124611827328
+ 638948462813s2)ε/3104403641858418278400+ o(ε),
v23(2pi, δ) = −p3pi + O(ε) (26)
where p0 > 0 and
p20 = (15032389097953948672615775025623515331765513835195904256114688
+ 42348529387556435931223592224595369007833547244447725887459328s2
+ 245967369826142953653219842865210935192448110912775982514528s4
− 380862242720868978564184955373252744291644689858844985535s6)
/195168862265792080193274135686451360067484017666257,
p1 = p0s(444838176468422065025466870530901840118807975904673792
+ 185319475563560235819780880379698102285395013281792s2
+ 4061751849908033783906401422129083765071153473712s4
− 769989907066115546346040502044566330230010515s6),
p2 = 30217009p0(10699606509000969607859132547576873953197935018299957241509
774657769276113420578786471705356837579431995139162112+ 9881202731094757
635588448618015120684552559251156117094240475500736249180545515598578276
425639803374830876672s2 + 37868203474817147408396426283361263564860728721137
901175091047374753460081641384860467560340765040459894672s4 − 7515173600868
611751691815081147919142117160227912519477503175950451410058738348883
103404464100307928465s6)/7874448144304342848668338433970757721
846752484432833326434135926869223730691102270481
810540896715717598373520381292052480000,
1526 Q. Zhang, Y. Liu / Computers and Mathematics with Applications 53 (2007) 1518–1526
p3 = p0s(63700153148906371463826825348707295885909701926621268711407970942976
− 3464984018388908928716788127123220900249858135628568667967509510144s2
+ 44942770993040122122374239182537256563077813632295272504220719856s4
− 8800768169624166009656538098907311075346860884216269845563945s6)
/10356283676492023352762675676292474551556008594332281859239701381120000.
Because the sign of the focal values of the infinity has reversed eleven times, from [3, Theorem 6.6] there exist
eleven limit cycles in a small enough neighborhood of the infinity of system (3). 
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